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Modeling cities, and urban spaces in general, is a daring task for computer graphics, computer vision, and visualization.
Understanding, describing, and modeling the geometry and behavior of cities are significant challenges that ultimately benefit
urban planning and simulation, mapping and visualization, emergency response, and entertainment. In this paper, we have
collected and organized research which addresses this multidisciplinary challenge. In particular, we divide research in modeling
cities and urban spaces into the areas of geometrical modeling and of behavioral modeling. The first area overlaps significantly
with computer graphics and computer vision—our focus is on algorithms that produce intricate geometry quickly from a compact
set of specifications (i.e., procedural modeling). The second area of behavioral modeling centers on understanding the underlying
socioeconomic, meteorological, and resource consumption/waste production processes occurring within an urban space. Research
in urban modeling, even from a computer graphics perspective, must tie the two areas of geometric and behavioral modeling
together in order to ensure that useful 3D modeling techniques are developed and are placed within their needed context. In
addition, we discuss the growing trend of inverse procedural modeling and some sample urban applications.

1. Introduction
1.1. Motivation. Design and modeling of cities, or more generally urban spaces (e.g., a neighborhood, borough, town,
city, or dense region), has a long history in graphics with its
root in flight simulators (1960s and 1970s) and architecture
(1970s). Using computer graphics and interactive modeling
and rendering systems to assist in the design, visualization,
and simulation of complex 3D city models is of significant
interest to a wide variety of stakeholders (e.g., ranging from
scientists to engineers, politicians, and concerned citizens).
An urban design process can take from months to years,
employing many designers from a multitude of backgrounds.
Any eﬀort to reduce the length of the design cycle or improve
the model quality is a profitable investment.
Properly managing the growth of existing cities and the
design of future cities is a vital issue that will only continue
to increase in importance during the twenty-first century. We
are now in the first century of the urban civilization. Since
2008, and for the first time in history, more than half of the

world population lives in cities. In the year 1900, approximately 14 percent of the world’s population of 1.6 billion
people lived in cities. Today, more than half of the world’s 7
billion people live in cities. According to the United Nations
State of World Population 2007, (further) urbanization is
inevitable; although cities embody environmental damage,
the potential benefits of urbanization far outweigh the
disadvantages—the challenge is in learning how to exploit its
possibilities. Harvard professor and author of “The Triumph
of the City” Edward Glaeser aﬃrms that “cities magnify
humanity’s strengths. . .and spur innovation.” TED, the nonprofit foundation that organizes conferences worldwide disseminating “ideas worth spreading,” has recently awarded its
annual prize to the idea of “The City 2.0,” which essentially
seeks to connect people around the globe to share ideas on
how to address the ultimate design challenge: urbanization.
Enabling large-scale city design and modeling would be
beneficial to numerous highly sought after applications
including the following.
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(i) Entertainment. Quickly generating detailed digital
content for populating urban areas in video games
and in movies.
(ii) Urban Planning and Simulation. Visualizing and predicting the future eﬀect of population changes,
economic/employment changes, and of adopted
urban policies within cities and countries; showing
the potential eﬀect of socio-, economic-, and climatological aspects on urban development; providing road planners, solar energy planners, and
urban energy/resource management with visualization tools; and allowing architects to see the results of
using common buildings blocks.
(iii) Mapping and Visualization. Providing maps and navigation services; using incomplete information to
generate plausible models of urban locations (e.g.,
partial data obtained from aerial views of enemy territory); correlating urban and architectural styles
with changes over time.
(iv) Emergency Response. Creating models to train emergency response personnel in current and speculative
urban layouts, including planning evacuation routes
for various catastrophes, and suggesting emergency
deployments of communication networks, resources,
policing, and large-scale military deployments.

1.2. Challenges. Modeling cities, and urban spaces in general,
is a daring task for computer graphics, computer vision, and
visualization. Understanding, describing, and modeling the
geometry (e.g., creating 2D/3D geometric models) and
behavior (e.g., simulating urban development over time) of
cities are of significant challenge that ultimately benefits the
aforementioned applications.
From a geometric standpoint, cities and urban spaces are
an intricate collection of manmade structures arranged into
interconnected buildings, parcels, blocks, and streets distributed over a terrain. Dense urban environments are particularly diﬃcult to model geometrically because they are
very large and widespread, spanning from a few to hundreds
of square kilometers. Traditionally, 3D modeling of cities has
been a rather manual task that consumes significant amounts
of resources. With the growing requirements of quantity and
quality in urban content, there is an imperative need for
alternative solutions that allow for fast, semiautomatic urban
geometric modeling.
From a semantic and behavioral standpoint, cities are
very large and complex ecosystems of socioeconomic entities
which provide concentrated living, working, education, and
entertainment options to its inhabitants. Designing resilient,
sustainable, and livable cities is far from being a simple task.
Using the classification of Weaver’s [12] historical address
to the Rockefeller foundation, city (and urban) modeling is
an instance of a large problem of organized complexity: the
observed phenomenon is not ad hoc and random, but rather
organized, interrelated in a complicated way and exhibiting
emergent behaviors. Further, city design is an example of a
natural and built engineering process, whereby its modeling

and simulation is needed to be done over disparate scales and
many aspects must be analyzed, optimized, controlled, and
integrated.
In the past 10 years, there has been a huge explosion in
methodologies for designing, modeling, and reconstructing
the geometry of urban spaces due, greatly, to the rapid
growth and availability of geographical information systems
and georegistered aerial imagery and satellite data (e.g.,
remote sensing). For example, very recently the Internet (e.g.,
Google Maps, MapQuest, LiveEarth, Google Earth, etc.)
has provided public and widespread access to a very large
number of top-down-view aerial images and oblique-view
aerial images of the entire country and world, in addition
to geographical information system (GIS) data (e.g., Open
Street Map). While previously such information, at a smaller
scale, was available, it was not provided to the public. Today,
the resolution and coverage of such data is rapidly and
continually improving. For example, very soon the raw data
for the United States will easily reach and exceed petabyte size
image databases (e.g., the United States’ 10 M km2 at 6-inch
per pixel resolution already amounts to petabyte size databases). Furthermore, a huge number of ground-level imagery
also exist that is being captured by Google, Microsoft, Navtec
and other companies and by private citizens (e.g., tourists).
This last source of data has already fomented research to
produce animations and 3D reconstructions of distant urban
locations using large photo collections extracted from the
web (e.g., 100,000+ pictures can be found of a single popular
location) [13–15].
1.3. State of the Art. Research in modeling cities and urban
spaces can be divided into the areas of geometrical modeling
and of behavioral modeling. The first area overlaps significantly with computer graphics and computer vision (e.g.,
[16]). The focus is either algorithms that produce intricate
geometry quickly from a compact set of specifications or
algorithms that reconstruct geometry from aerial and terrestrial images, LIDAR, and other sensor modalities. The goal of
behavioral modeling is understanding the underlying socioeconomic, meteorological, and resource consumption/waste
production processes occurring within an urban space [17].
Research in urban modeling, even from a computer graphics
perspective, must tie together the two areas of geometric
and behavioral modeling in order to ensure that useful 3D
modeling techniques are developed and are placed within
their needed context. Their utility is to assist decision making
of urban policies in current and future urban areas (e.g.,
[18, 19]).

2. Urban Geometry
A 3D urban space model is composed of a terrain, over
which lies a road network containing city blocks divided
into parcels (or lots), and each parcel contains one or more
building structures. Further, models can include vegetation,
water bodies, pedestrians and vehicles, and many more
objects as well. With regards to the objectives of geometric
modeling, we can divide them into two main groups:
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Figure 1: Urban reconstruction. A taxonomy of urban reconstruction work (image from [1]).

(i) the acquisition of suﬃcient information of an underlying
large real-world city environment (e.g., [1] and Figure 1)
and (ii) the support of compact and succinct editing of an
underlying 3D model. While some applications seek exact
physical replicas of the city (e.g., navigation), others can
tolerate geometric approximations but need to be able to
eﬃciently make speculative and extensive changes in order
to run desired simulations under new conditions (e.g., urban
planning and simulation). In this section, we first provide
a summary of procedural modeling, a strategy that has
become very popular for modeling urban spaces, as well as
in other domains (e.g., [20]). Then, we emphasize a set of
methods for adding building geometry. Afterwards, we focus
on methods which produce urban layouts, consisting mostly
of road networks and parcel geometries (e.g., although the
geometric content may be spread over a digital elevation
map, the content is mostly 2D geometric structures). Finally,
we focus on the creation of city-scale geometric models.
2.1. Procedural Modeling. Urban structures, and other manmade objects, often exhibit a significant amount of symmetry
and repetition on a global scale and individuality at a local
scale. This structured redundancy can be captured using
procedural modeling. Procedural methods have the advantage of exhibiting a high degree of detail amplification, for
example, from only a small number of parameters significant
details can be synthetically generated. Even though a small
change in the parameter values can cause massive changes in
the resulting model, promising results have been shown in
several restricted domains.
Procedural modeling can use one of several production
systems such as semi-Thue processes [21], Chomsky grammars [22], graph grammars [23], shape grammars [24],
attributed grammars [25], L-systems [26], or set grammars
[27]. Relevant to 3D modeling, one important aspect is the
expressiveness of the chosen production system. On one side
of the spectrum, a turing or C++ machine would provide

very high levels of expressiveness but at the cost of compactness. On the other side, using regular expressions yields
a very compact notation but has limited expressiveness.
Another very relevant aspect is how the intuitive or “easy to
use” is the chosen methodology? For instance, it is intuitive to
think of designing the facade of a building by recursively
subdividing it—this leads to a split grammar, for example.
However, it is less intuitive to think of modeling a tree by
a set of splitting operations; instead, a system that supports
“extending/growing” segments and “branching” is more
natural—this brings us to L-systems. Thus, the procedural
modeling methodology must be well chosen otherwise the
intuitiveness, and ease of use, of the modeling tool will
quickly be lost.
Several fundamental methodologies for procedural plant
and architecture modeling have been proposed. For example,
grammar-based systems have been used to model trees and
other plants. Prusinkiewicz and Lindenmayer [26] proposed
L-systems for procedurally modeling plants. Later work
continued improving the expressivity of these methods in
a variety of directions (e.g., [2, 28, 29] and Figure 2). Such
procedural modeling methods have appeared in computer
graphics since the 1980s (e.g., [30]).
In architecture, several approaches have been presented
that exploit and represent repetition using patterns and
grammars. Stiny and Mitchell [24] proposed the notion of
using a shape grammar to construct and analyze architectural
spaces. Alexander et al. [31] defined desirable patterns for
configuring entire urban spaces. Other works have focused
on implementing procedural methods for selected and wellknown architectural styles (e.g., Le Corbusier-style buildings
[32]). Marshall [33] summarizes a variety of styles and street
patterns in a form suitable for procedural modeling.
Some works have combined plant modeling with architectural structures. For example, Wissen-Hayek et al. [34]
encode design guidelines for urban green spaces into shape
grammar rules and produce plausible 3D urban models.
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Figure 2: Procedural modeling. An example of procedural ecosystem modeling (image from [2]).

Beneš et al. [35] provide an interactive, intuitive, and eﬃcient
modeling process for virtual plants and plant ecosystems that
responds to surrounding shape and geometry cues. Vegetation can be made to interactively grow, in a plausible way,
around existing architectural and geometrical structures,
thus populating a model with vegetation. Beneš et al. [36]
extended the scale to entire cities and supports managed and
unmanaged growth of a simple ecosystem over an entire city
in order to explore city designs and vegetation management
rules that can yield a desired outcome. Recently, Pirk et al.
[37] describe a dynamic tree modeling and representation
technique that allows complex tree models to interact with
their environment using biologically motivated transformations.
In the following, we describe several forward procedural
modeling approaches that stem from the study of plants and
architecture and has grown into building and city modeling.
The term forward procedural modeling refers to a modeling
process whereby the user specifies procedural rules and their
parameter values. This is in contrast to inverse procedural
modeling, whereby the output is given but the rules and/or
parameters are unknown techniques along this line of
research will be discussed later in this paper.
2.2. Buildings and Facades. Several works have focused their
attention on the procedural modeling of structures varying
from individual buildings to entire cities. Parish and Müller’s
[16] seminal work on city modeling describes an entire
system that models streets using an L-system, divides the
space in between streets into parcels, and populates the
parcels with simple building models, altogether yielding a
pioneering approach to rapid city model creation.
We can loosely divide such previous-related eﬀorts into
urban reconstruction eﬀorts and urban modeling eﬀorts.
The first group attempts to accurately reconstruct existing
urban spaces from ground-based and aerial-based photographs and/or from sensor data, such as LIDAR. Musialski
et al. [1] provide a good overview of urban reconstruction
eﬀorts that overlap with the disciplines of computer vision,
photogrammetry, and computer graphics. While these
approaches have made significant progress in terms of
accuracy and completeness, the research does not focus on
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generating novel models. The second group has devoted significant eﬀort to the geometric and/or procedural modeling
of urban structures such as a buildings, facades, roads and
layouts, and entire cities and is described in the rest of this
section.
Methods for modeling buildings have exploited the
repetitive pattern many buildings exhibit. Wonka et al. [27]
enable designing new buildings using split grammars and
introduces an attribute matching system and a separate control grammar. Collectively, these tools provide the flexibility
to model a large variety of building styles. Later, Mueller et al.
[3] proposed a novel shape grammar-based procedural method, CGA to construct detailed building models
(Figure 3). Context sensitive shape rules allow the user to
specify interactions between diﬀerent parts of a hierarchical
description of a model. It was demonstrated in a large reconstruction eﬀort of Pompeii. Recently, Kelly and Wonka [38]
describe a method to interactively sketch buildings by
procedural extrusions of building footprints. Their approach
can model diﬃcult structures such as curved roofs, overhanging roofs, roof constructions with vertical walls, dormer
windows, bay windows, buttresses, chimneys, and intricate
columns. Merrell and Manocha [39, 40] propose an alternative scheme based on example-based model synthesis. The
algorithm exploits the connectivity between the adjacent
boundary features of the input examples and computes an
output model that has similar connected features while still
resembling the input.
Methods for facade generation have addressed such from
a variety of perspectives. The work of Müller et al. [41]
generates detailed geometric facades by proposing a set of
split operations for an aerial view of an actual building.
The method uses a form of synchronization to exploit the
repetition of facades features, such as windows, to increase
robustness and uses template matching to obtain the final
detailed geometry. Subsequently, Xiao et al. [42] use images
captured along streets, structure from motion, and top-down
recursive decomposition method, followed by a bottom-up
merging which detects architectural bilateral symmetry and
repetitive patterns to recover a model of facades. Later, the
work was extended to an image-based street side view model,
including the labeling of specific object classes, such as building, sky, ground, vegetation, and car. Several streets in several
cities were automatically modeled. In other work, instead
of focusing on precisely modeling existing facades, Haegler
et al. [43] centers on a new lightweight grammar representation that serves to compactly encode facade structures and
allows fast computer graphics rendering.
Other work has concentrated on diﬀerent aspects of
building design. For example, Birch et al. [44] describe how
to interactively edit a procedural building model and Lipp
et al. [45] focus on a visual form of interactive grammar editing, thus avoiding having to explicitly write grammar rules
using a text editor. Legakis et al. [46] describe an approach
to procedurally generate building surface details, such
as brick and stone cellular textures. The design of self-supporting building structures [47], several free-form building
designs [48–51], and circular arc structures [52] has received
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Figure 3: Procedural building modeling. An example of procedurally generating and altering 3D building models (image from [3]).

(a)

(b)

Figure 4: Urban layout modeling. (a) On the left side, we see a fragment of a real city containing street and aerial image data. The user can
then interactively “grow” the street network in a similar style. (b) The generated new streets can be populated with a best fit of fragments
from the aerial imagery in the source fragment (image from [4, 5]).

particular attention requiring a custom set of methodologies
and concerns (e.g., [48, 49]).
It is worth noting that several of the above works have
been transferred to commercial products, such as into CityEngine, a commercially available software platform for building-scale and city-scale procedural modeling (http://www
.esri.com/software/cityengine).
2.3. Roads and Parcels. The modeling of roads and parcel
geometries has received particular attention and a diverse set
of approaches. Collectively, this subset of an urban model is
sometimes referred to as “urban layouts.” Often, the modeling includes the treatment of aerial imagery and builds oﬀ
the concept of texture or image synthesis (e.g., [53]) but in
addition to the synthesis of pixel data, associated vector data
is also synthesized.
A well-known treatment of texture synthesis was defined
by Efros and Leung [54]. In this seminal paper, the texture
synthesis process grows a new image outward from an initial
seed. A Markov random field model is assumed, and the
conditional distribution of the pixels is estimated by querying the sample image and finding all similar neighborhoods.
In later work, Efros and Freeman [55] present an imagebased method for generating a novel visual appearance by
stitching together small patches of existing images. Kwatra
et al. [56] extend the concept to images and video using
graph cuts. Hertzmann et al. [57] describe a similar framework for processing images by example and applied such to
aerial urban images. However, they do not maintain or produce any underlying street or parcel information. Thus, at a

distance, the texture synthesis methodology produces apparently plausible aerial views. However, upon close inspection,
it becomes clear that the lack of explicit treatment of roads
and parcels produces meaningless results.
Several works have added concepts to the image-synthesis process to make it suitable for urban aerial views. For
example, Aliaga et al. [4] describe an editor for the interactive
reconfiguration of city layouts, which provides tools to
expand, scale, replace, and move parcels and blocks, while
eﬃciently maintaining their connectivity and the distribution of urban zoning. In Aliaga et al. [5], an interactive
system synthesizes urban layouts by example (Figure 4). This
method simultaneously performs both a structure-based
synthesis and an image-based synthesis to generate a complete urban layout with a plausible street network and with
aerial-view imagery. The approach provides several highlevel operations to easily and interactively generate complex
layouts by example. The user can create new urban layouts
by a sequence of operations such as join, expand, and
blend without concerned about low-level structural details—
collectively the tools provide a powerful way to generate
new synthetic urban content. Groenewegen et al. [58] procedurally create layouts of structurally plausible cities from
high-level, intuitive user input such as city size, location,
and historic background. The resulting layouts consist of
diﬀerent kinds of city districts which are arranged using
constraints derived from established models of urban land
use. Lipp et al. [59] present an interactive modeling solution
for city layouts that combines the power of procedural modeling with the flexibility of manual modeling. They describe
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transformation and merging operators for both topologypreserving and topology-changing transformations based on
graph cuts. Together with a layering system, it allows intuitive
manipulation using operations such as drag and drop,
translation, and rotation. Krecklau et al. [60] propose a novel
approach for the temporal interpolation of city maps. Given
a sparse set of historical city maps, the output is a fast forward
animation of the city map development where roads and
buildings are constructed and destroyed over time in order
to match the sparse historical facts and to look plausible
where no precise facts are available. Then, based on the city
map animation they can create a procedural city model in
order to render a 3D animation of the city development
over decades. The method does, however, require significant
manual input to specify when/where buildings and roads
where constructed or destroyed.
The modeling of road networks has also received special
attention in computer graphics. Parish and Müller [16] are
amongst the first to center on road network generation as key
to producing a 3D urban model. Their solution is based on
using a L-system to grow a road network, similar to growing
the branches of a plant. Starting from a seed segment,
additional road segments are grown. A challenging aspect is
of course controlling the growth process so as to produce a
desired final road network. Chen et al. [61] provide an alternative methodology that supports both local and global control. They exploit the visual similarity between flow/tensor
fields and road networks to interactively model large road
networks. A user can create a street network from scratch or
modify an existing street network. The framework is intuitive
because it uses tensor fields to guide the generation of a street
network with both global and local modeling operations
such as brush strokes, smoothing, constraints, noise, and
rotation fields. The aforementioned work of Aliaga et al. [5],
while performing an example-based synthesis of an urban
layout, also uses a stochastic and by-example methodology
to reproduce existing, or generate new, road networks. The
new roads can be generated in a style similar to an existing
network or styles can be “interpolated” to yield new road
network style and distributions. Galin et al. [62] propose an
automatic method for generating roads based on a weighted
anisotropic shortest path algorithm. Given a scene, they
generate a road trajectory that minimizes a weighted cost
function of terrain slope and natural obstacles, such as rivers,
lakes, mountains, and forests. The road is generated by excavating the terrain along the path and instantiating generic
parameterized models. In subsequent work, Galin et al. [63]
describe a procedural method for generating hierarchical
road networks connecting cities, towns, and villages over
large terrains. This approach relies on a graph generation
algorithm combined with a path merging algorithm that
creates junctions between the diﬀerent types of roads. Highlevel user input manipulates the density and the pattern of
the network.
The subdivision of blocks and generation of parcels has
been addressed in several previous works. Parish and Müller
[16] include simple treatment of block subdivision which has
later been improved upon. The desired goals for an automatic block subdivision method include providing egress
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(i.e., ensuring a parcel has street access), yielding only plausible parcel shapes, and supporting a variety of subdivision
styles. Within urban design and planning research, the focus
of parcel generation is often satisfying the interests of realestate investors and complying with zoning and building law
regulations [64]. Blocks are frequently partitioned by hand
and according to desired patterns (e.g., [65, 66]). With an
interactive computer graphics editing framework, changing
an urban layout can cause unexpected changes in a block’s
subdivision, leading to diﬃcult shape control and editing—
even more so for large models. In the recent work of Vanegas
et al. [67], they focus on providing an umbrella method for
subdividing blocks into parcels and supporting the multiple
aforementioned goals. The approach performs a partitioning
of the interior of city blocks using user-specified subdivision
attributes and style parameters. Moreover, the method is
both robust and persistent in the sense of being able to map
individual parcels from before an edit operation to after an
edit operation—a critical task for interactive editing of city
models.
2.4. City-Scale Geometry. Designing entire cities, or large
portions thereof, as a 3D model is of considerable interest
to our motivational applications. Modeling at such scale is
often done by hand and/or by direct extrapolation from a
given set of GIS data (such as in Parish and Müller [16]).
Recently, however several works have exploited notions from
urban simulation and GIS (to be described in more detail in
Section 3) to automatically, or semiautomatically, construct
large-scale detailed 3D city models. In this section, we review
several of these methodologies.
Honda et al. [68] propose an approach to generating
virtual cities that vary dynamically over time. They focus
on the layout of buildings, roads, and traﬃc lights. The
approach generates virtual cities by deleting and locating
buildings from two points of view: building layouts using
environment vectors, which can represent features, themselves to generate cityscapes, and time-varying using changes
of vectors to vary cityscapes. They demonstrate how their
method can represent features and generate various cityscapes that change over time.
Kelly and McCabe [69] present Citygen which aims to
automate the procedural generation of the urban geometry
typical of a modern city. Procedural modeling generates road
networks over a supplied terrain. Building footprints and
buildings are automatically extracted (and can be changed by
hand). The user is given an interface to directly manipulate
geometric elements such as road intersection nodes and to
directly control and specify many aspects of the procedural
generation.
To reduce the amount of manual input that is required,
and to ensure plausible city geometries are produced, geometrical city modeling is tightly integrated with urban simulation. As opposed to urban visualization which takes the
output of a simulation and visualizes it, this methodology is tightly integrated and iterates between simulation
computations and geometry generation. Weber et al. [70]
present a simulation system that does not rely on a priori
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Figure 5: City modeling. Using data from a real city (c), a behavioral-geometrical simulator can generate a plausible 3D city model that
resembles the actual city (f). Closeups of a dense urban region (a) and a more forestry region (b) can be compared to their quantitatively
similar examples (d) and (e). For (d–f), a complete 3D model is actually produced, but seen from an aerial viewpoint in this example (image
from [6]).
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Figure 6: Urban simulation. A prototypical graph of the dependencies between diﬀerent aspects of an urban simulation (based on
image in [7], courtesy Carlos Vanegas).

land-use simulation on a regular grid, but instead builds a
complete and inherently geometric simulation that includes
exact parcel boundaries, streets of arbitrary orientation,
street widths, 3D street geometry, building footprints, and
3D building envelopes. The system includes a fast urban
simulation and supports user interaction at interactive speed,
producing new geometries at the rate of about 1 second
per time step. Their interactive simulator focuses on urban
growth though without supporting feedback (e.g., a change
of building heights does not modify the distribution of
population and jobs).
Vanegas et al. [6] further incorporate an urban simulation yielding continual feedback from simulation to

geometry and vice versa (Figure 5). Their system builds oﬀ
of the well-known UrbanSim simulation platform [19, 71]
to create city models. In Vanegas et al. [72], the output of a
previous urban simulation is used to generate a plausible
2D urban layout. Their system creates 3D urban models
from scratch and simulates the interdependency of several
aspects of a city, thus enabling fast design of very realistic
city models, shown for regions spanning over 200 square
kilometers. The proposed design process uses an iterative
dynamical system for reaching equilibrium: a state where the
demands of behavioral modeling match those of geometrical
modeling. 3D models are generated in a few seconds and
conform to both plausible urban behavior and plausible
urban geometry. The framework includes an interactive
agent-based behavioral modeling system as well as adaptive
geometry generation algorithms.

3. Urban Simulation
Urban simulation has become very relevant to 3D computer
graphics modeling as a way to generate large, plausible city
models. The relationship between urban simulation and
urban 3D modeling is bidirectional in the sense that 3D
modeling is being used to improve the precision and abilities
of urban simulation and urban simulation is being used to
produce detailed 3D city models. An urban simulation, in
this context, refers to the use of behavioral or process modeling of the spatial patterns of urban economic agents and
objects such as jobs, population, housing, and land use [7]
(Figure 6). The simulation captures the interaction among
household and business agents that are located in housing
and nonresidential buildings, and on the diﬀering time scales
of the evolution of buildings, transportation networks, urban
form, and travel that connects the agents within the urban
system. Urban simulation models can be loosely divided into
the following three dominant paradigms.
3.1. Cellular Automata. Early models attempting to represent
emergent dynamics adopted cellular automata (CA) as the
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(a)

(b)

Figure 7: Urban visualization. An example of an urban visualization using a web-based indicator system and choroplethic maps (image
from [8]).

modeling framework [73]. The essential principles of CA
include the following four concepts:
(i) cells—the object space (e.g., city) is divided into a
discrete set of cells often arranged in a grid; with each
cell, a variety of data fields or variable values (e.g.,
job counts, population, housing details, etc.) can be
stored,
(ii) state—each cell can take on exactly one state selected
from a predetermined set of possible states (e.g., land,
water, dense urban, suburban, forest, etc.),
(iii) neighborhood—given a set of cells, we can easily
establish a spatially compact set of adjacent and/or
proximate cells, and
(iv) transition rules—for a given CA, we can define a
set of transition rules that given a current state of
a cell and its neighbors, we can alter the state of
the cell. Typically, the rules are uniformly tested for
applicability to all cells.
One of the most widely known CA methods is the
Urban Growth Model [74]. A CA-based method, using
approximately 500 × 700 cells, was calibrated using historical
digital maps of an urban area. Then, it was applied to two
very diﬀerent urban areas (i.e., San Francisco and Washington/Baltimore, both in the United States) and produced
reasonable predictions as compared to other methods. In
other work, it has been applied to long-term changes in
land cover patterns classified from remote sensing data [18].
Unfortunately, the CA modeling approach only simulates
the conversion of land use based on the characteristics of
cells and their immediate spatial context. Hence there is
no action generated at a distance. This limitation of a CA
method prohibits modeling the eﬀect of changes to the
built environment or its occupants based on more global
entities, such as travel networks and large-scale economic
dependencies.
3.2. Agent-Based Models. Agent-based models (ABM) have
extended the CA framework to include mobile and interacting agents in a spatially large urban context. Agent-based
models mainly diﬀer from cellular automata in that the

used agents are objects without a fixed location. Agents
can interact with each other as well as the environment in
a very flexible manner and are usually regarded as acting
autonomously. Succinctly, an ABM has the following characteristics:
(i) agents are explicitly designed to represent a particular
mobile object (e.g., a person); there may be more
than one agent type in a single simulation thus the
agents are implicitly distributed throughout the environment, and
(ii) agents can sense and act within their environment
in one of several ways; their behavior can be reactive
(e.g., they behave based solely on their surroundings)
or deliberative (e.g., they have their own agenda or
goal which drives their behavior); clearly, the design
of the agents sensing and acting is critical to a
simulation.
Altogether, agents exhibit a form of autonomous behavior and thus lend themselves to a variety of simulated behaviors including emergent patterns. Within urban simulation, many works have focused on examining cities as
self-organizing complex systems, and solutions have been
designed to explore the emergent properties of agents with
relatively simple behavioral rules embedded by the modeler
[75]. However, relatively little attention has been paid to
issues of validating models using observed data or trends,
and, as with CA models, traditional ABM urban simulations
have behaviors influenced only by a localized context.
3.3. Urban-Economic Discrete-Choice Models. An approach
to urban simulation has emerged from a combination of
urban economic analysis with statistical modeling of choices
made by agents in the urban environment, such as households choosing residential locations. This work integrates
agent-based models with the pioneering work of McFadden
on Random Utility Theory [76] and the development of
discrete choice models, for which he recently won the year
2000 Nobel Prize in Economics. In classical continuous
modeling, calculus methods are used to determine an optimum configuration of a model (e.g., regression analysis). In
contrast, discrete choice models use statistical procedures to
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describe choices (e.g., as made by people) among a finite
set of alternatives and thus is more amenable to simulation
urban environments. Research using this approach diverges
on the
(i) level of aggregation—aggregate (discrete choice)
models represent agents by grouping them based on
types and by grouping large zones based on locations;
microsimulation models represent individual agents,
such as households and jobs, and objects, such as
buildings and parcels, and
(ii) time representation—there are contrasting approaches
to the representation of time, with earlier research
focusing on equilibrium in a set of equations of locating agents and buildings, and later work exploiting a
dynamic representation that uses explicit chronological time and incorporates path dependence; examples
of the aggregate and equilibrium approach to urban
simulation include spatial interaction models [77]
and equilibrium discrete choice models [78, 79].
3.4. UrbanSim. An example of a recent discrete-choice
approach is UrbanSim [19, 80, 81], which simulates the
choices of individual households, businesses, and parcel
landowners and developers interacting in urban real-estate
markets. This approach works with individual agents as is
done in the ABM, with very small cells as in the CA approach,
or with buildings and parcels. But it diﬀers from these
approaches by integrating discrete choice methods [82], an
explicit representation of real-estate markets, and statistical
methods to estimate model parameters and to calibrate
uncertainty in the model system [83].
The core of UrbanSim consists of a series of models that
run in a specified order once per a simulated year, using individual agents and entities, as a microsimulation. A simulation is usually performed for a period of several years—up
to 30 years for long-term project evaluation. Data for the
model systems are derived from large datasets obtained from
a variety of sources, including local tax assessor files of parcels
and buildings, employment data from unemployment insurance records or other administrative sources, census data,
household surveys, spatial data on streets, terrain and other
environmental features, and land use and transportation
plans. Parameters of the price models are obtained by using
the hedonic regression framework [84, 85], estimated using
observed real estate data and estimated by Ordinary Least
Squares, or alternatively Maximum Likelihood Estimation
(MLE) [86]. Parameters of the location choice models are
obtained by using observed data and MLE of Multinomial
Logit Models based on a Random Utility Maximization
framework [76, 82, 87, 88]. Most of the models are stochastic
and involve Monte Carlo sampling of choice outcomes
conditional on a probability generated from a Multinomial
Logit Model.
The robustness of the UrbanSim system to date has been
assessed in several ways. One measure of success is its increasingly widespread adoption by public agencies responsible for
regional planning of multibillion dollar transportation plans
for which robust models are essential. UrbanSim has been the
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subject of a favorable peer review process to assist in resolving
a lawsuit over the environmental impacts of a highway
project in Salt Lake City [89]. The accuracy of the model
has been validated by simulating relatively long periods for
which observed data were available, and the model system
was found capable of reproducing key spatial dynamics
in households and jobs. Finally, methods compatible with
UrbanSim have been developed to calibrate the uncertainty
in the model system in order to be able to make principled
inferences about the uncertainty embedded in the model
predictions [83].
3.5. Urban Visualization. Visualization engines have been
connected to urban simulation systems, though they do not
typically generate the 3D geometry of urban spaces resulting
from complex urban simulations. Batty [90] introduced
various approaches that relate urban modeling, GIS, and
computer graphics. The same author later described the
potential (positive) impact of virtual reality and 3D visualization to GIS and demonstrated this on a variety of
complex examples [91]. Visualization has also been used
for the purposes of education, exploration, explanation, and
engagement [92]. A widely used urban visualization technique is cartograms which use map shape warping to visualize relationships and values of urban and geospatial datasets
(e.g., [93–96]). Alternatively, Chang et al. [97] use the
multiple dimensions in their information visualization of
urban relationships to produce a 3D visualization. Dykes and
Brunsdon [98] introduced “geowigs,” a series of geographically weighted interactive graphics, to provide large-scale
geographical environment visualization. Vanegas et al. [72]
describe a visualization system that takes the output of an
urban simulation, and the associated aerial imagery and
street vector data of the targeted region, and produces a
plausible modification to the aerial imagery and street vector
data based on the output of the simulation. Thus, a topdown (e.g., aerial) view of a city reflecting the changes in the
distribution and density of population and/or job counts can
be visually seen.
In general, these and other approaches make use of visualization techniques including choroplethic maps (e.g., [8]
and Figure 7) generated by exporting simulation results,
summarized by a zonal geography, to a GIS for rendering;
other variants include animations generated by rendering a
series of such 2D maps in a loop, viewing diﬀerent time slices
or quantities, and 3D renderings of simulation results by
extrusion of polygonal forms to indicate density, or by spatial
smoothing in the form of contour or terrain maps with the
elevation representing some quantity of interest. However,
to our knowledge, generating the geometry automatically
from the simulation data is not heavily explored in the urban
simulation community (instead, we refer the reader back to
Section 2.4).

4. Inverse Procedural Modeling
A more recent, and alternative, form of procedural modeling
reverses the computational direction to yield an “inverse
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Figure 8: Inverse 2D plant modeling. An example of inverse procedural modeling of rules and parameter values for arbitrary 2D vector
content. (a) Input vector data (e.g., curved segments). (b–d) Various recreations using the computed rules and altered parameter values
(image from [9]).

modeling” framework. While procedural modeling has its
clear advantages, it may often be the case that (i) the
procedural model is known but the parameter values that
yield a desired outcome are not, or (ii) neither the procedural
model nor the parameter values is known. The former case is
arguably simpler and occurs when the underlying structure
is well understood and can be modeled but the parameter
values for a particular instance are not available. The latter
occurs when a geometric model can be observed (by pictures
or by laser scanning) but the underlying procedural model
is not known—having knowledge of the procedural model
would then enable the same powerful and succinct editing
ability of forward procedural modeling.
The notion of inverse modeling has been exploited
before. Many classical inverse methods are based on regularization theory (e.g., [99]). These methods attempt to
“regularize” ill-posed inverse problems, for example, the
inverse problem can be defined as trying to find the underlying weights relating input parameters to target indicators.
While standard regularization can improve the ability to
compute a plausible solution to a generic inverse problem
(e.g., Tikhonov-based regularization/regression), the typical
emphasis is noise removal and/or an assumed unknown
formation process of the observed indicators—neither is the
case necessarily in urban modeling work.

4.1. Inverse Procedure and Parameter Estimation. The general
task of discovering both the procedural rule set and the
parameter values is a significant and exciting challenge.
While assuming no priors at all makes the task exceedingly
diﬃcult, several works have focused on exploiting a small
set of domain-specific fundamental assumptions. Stava et al.
[9] proposed inverse procedural modeling of rules and
parameter values for arbitrary 2D vector content (Figure 8).
They assume terminal symbols are known and generate
context-free rules for linear structures using L-systems. The
L-system rules eﬃciently code the regular structures and
the parameters represent the properties of the structure
transformations. The input terminal symbols’ position and
orientation are pairwise compared and the transformations
are stored as points in multiple 4D transformation spaces. By
careful analysis of the clusters in these transformation spaces,
they detect sequences of elements and code them as L-system
rules. This process is repeated iteratively ultimately yielding
a hierarchy of grouped elements. The extracted procedural
model can then be used to alter, symmetrize (e.g., [100]) or
substitute parts of the original input.
Bokeloh et al. [101] address the problem of inverse procedural modeling: given a 3D model example, they seek to find
rules that describe objects similar to the example. They find
explicit shape modification rules that guarantee strict local
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Figure 9: Inverse building modeling. An example of inverse building modeling of known rules but unknown parameter values. (a) One
of several input photographs. (b) Manually labeled building model from which rule application and parameter values are automatically
inferred. (c) Regeneration of the same initial building model. (d) Generation of a diﬀerent building in the same style. (e) Nonphotorealistic
rendering possible by altering only the terminal symbols of the inferred procedural model (image from [10]).

similarity by looking at partial symmetries in the object. The
object is cut into pieces along curves within symmetric areas.
Then, they systematically collect such cut operations and
analyze their dependency to build a shape grammar. They
discuss how to extract general rewriting systems, context free
hierarchical rules and grid-based rules. All of this information is derived automatically. The extracted rules are then
used to implement tools for semiautomatic shape modeling
demonstrated on a number of diﬀerent example data sets.
Park et al. [102] present a new approach to motion
rearrangement that preserves the syntactic structures of an
input motion by automatically learning a context-free grammar from the motion data. They reduce an input motion into
a string of terminal symbols by segmenting the motion into
a series of subsequences, and then associating a group of
similar subsequences with the same symbol. Next, they
search for an optimal segmentation such that a large number
of subsequences can be clustered into groups with little error.
Once the input motion is encoded as a string, a grammar
induction algorithm is employed to build up a context-free
grammar. This grammar can reconstruct the original string
and produce novel, though similar, new strings (or motions).
Talton et al. [103] describe an algorithmic method for
learning design patterns directly from data using techniques
from natural language processing and structured concept
learning. Given a set of labeled, hierarchical designs as input,
they induce a probabilistic formal grammar over exemplars.
Once learned, this grammar encodes a set of generative rules
for the class of designs, which can be sampled to synthesize

novel artifacts. They demonstrate the method on geometric
models and Web pages and discuss how the learned patterns
can drive new interaction mechanisms for content creators.
Finally, from a very diﬀerent urban perspective, Beirão
et al. [104, 105] describe a “city induction” process where
from geospatial data and design principles a suitable set
of urban design patterns are inducted (i.e., the rules and
patterns are discovered). The result is a grammar for generating plausible models of an urban space. The methodology
uses a discursive grammar which includes a shape grammar,
a description grammar, and a set of heuristics. The shape
grammar provides the geometric rules. The description
grammar describes the design from other relevant (nongeometric) viewpoints. The set of heuristics is used to guide the
generation of designs by comparing the description of the
evolving design with the description of the desired house.
The generation process is fast and deterministic—thus
suitable for a web-based implementation.
4.2. Inverse Parameter Estimation. Several inverse procedural
modeling papers have described a set of assumed building
and facade structural priors and focus on estimating the
parameter values for a particular instantiation. In the following, we describe several exemplary works at the building
and at the facade levels. For instance, Bekins and Aliaga
[106] and Aliaga et al. [10] propose a general grammarbased structure for an arbitrary building (Figure 9). The
building is assumed to have a unique ground floor, followed
by several intermediate floors, and a unique top floor. Each
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floor is then further divided into facades, windows, and
doors. Given a new building model reconstructed using an
interactive photogrammetry, for example, its components
(e.g., windows, doors, floors, facades, etc.) are labeled by the
user. The system then determines the parameter values for
a particular instantiation of the general building grammar.
The user can then interactively, and automatically, apply
the grammar to any new building structure resulting in a
building of similar “style” as the original building.
Vanegas et al. [107] present a passive image-based
method that exploits existing mapping and navigation
databases in order to automatically create 3D building models. The method defines an a priori parameterized grammar
for representing changes in building geometry that approximately follow the Manhattan-world assumption. This
assumption states that there is a predominance of three
mutually orthogonal directions in the scene [108]. This work
extends previous Manhattan-world methods to robustly
produce a single, coherent, complete geometric model of
a building with partial textures. It discovers the parameter
values for the known grammar so that it produces the same
set of facade orientation changes observed in the captured
images. Vanegas et al. [109] expand the methodology to
LIDAR data.
For facades, Müller et al. [41] use the idea of splitting
rules to infer the procedural structure of a facade from a
single orthographic image as input. The general structure of
the facade is assumed to follow a predetermined heuristic
and the method finds important symmetry information.
Global optimization is used as well to find adequate splitting
lines to define rows and columns within the facade. Then, a
library of detailed shape grammar rules are used to obtain
the final model. Xiao et al. [42] propose a similar facade
method that decomposes a photograph of a facade using
top-down recursive subdivision, followed by a bottom-up
merging with the detection with the detection of architectural bilateral symmetry and repetitive patterns. Teboul
et al. [110] uses an assumed procedural shape prior (i.e.,
style) and a random exploration of the grammar space to
optimize the sequence of derivation rules towards a best
semantic-geometric interpretation of the observations. In
later work, they apply machine learning techniques to refine
the inference process for a focused style (i.e., the Parisian
Haussmannian architecture) Teboul et al. [111].
4.3. Controlling Procedural Modeling. A key benefit of procedural modeling is its detail amplification—from a succinct
set of rules and parameters, a seemingly very complex and
organized output can be produced. However, this detail
amplification is also its Achilles’ heel: controlling procedural
modeling is very challenging and an open problem, especially
in the context of large and complex 3D urban models.
Benes et al. [112] generalize the concept of the environment of a 3D model and creates a set of guides. Each
guide defines a region in which a specific procedural model
operates. These guides are connected by a set of links that
“pass messages” between the guides. The guides, procedural
models, and connectivity graph serve to improve the local
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and global control of the overall modeling process. Shown
examples include procedural structures such as ornamental
patterns, streets networks, bridges, trees, and physics-based
mass-spring systems.
Another group of methods attempts to control procedural modeling by using Monte Carlo Marhov Chains (MCMC)
[113]. MCMC/Metropolis-based [114] methods have been
used in many vision and robotics applications [115]), in light
transport [116, 117], and in rigid-body simulations [118].
More closely related to urban and architectural modeling,
Alegre and Dellaert [119] present a probabilistic image-based
approach to the semantic interpretation of building facades.
Their method is based on constructing a Bayesian generative
model from stochastic context-free grammars that encode
knowledge about facades. This model combines low-level
segmentation and high-level hierarchical labelling so that the
levels reinforce each other and produce a detailed hierarchical partition of the depicted facade into structural blocks.
MCMC sampling is used to approximate the posterior over
partitions of a given image. Merrell et al. [120] (and also
Yu et al. [121]) propose methods for searching in a parameterized interior design space for architectural models. Their
interactive furniture layout system assists users by suggesting
furniture arrangements that are based on interior design
guidelines. The system quantifies layout guidelines using a
weighted sum of scores and rapidly samples the underlying
function using a hardware-accelerated Monte Carlo sampler.
The results demonstrate an increase in the quality of furniture arrangements produced by participants with no prior
training in interior design. A related data-driven method for
architectural programming automatically generates building
layouts for computer graphics applications [122]. Given a
set of high-level requirements, an architectural program
is synthesized using a Bayesian network trained on realworld data. The architectural program is realized in a set
of floor plans, obtained through stochastic optimization.
The floor plans are used to construct a 3D building with
internal structure. While not strictly performing an inverse
procedural modeling, it does follow a similar data-driven
learning approach.
Talton et al. [103] take as input a stochastic context-free
grammar and explore the possible strings generated by the
grammar to find a production sequence that yields a target
3D shape. The production is generated by performing maximum a posteriori estimation over the space of possible productions from the grammar. The algorithm supports specifications of many forms, including geometric shapes and
analytical objectives. It has been demonstrated on procedural
models of trees, cities, buildings, and Mondrian paintings.
The methodology renders/voxelizes the model to evaluate
a cost function and yields, for example, a multi-building
example result in about 14 minutes. Thus, although not
interactive, interesting urban model shape control is enabled.
Vanegas et al. [123] propose a framework for adding
intuitive high-level control to an existing urban procedural
model. In particular, they add to the modeling arsenal an
inverse modeling tool whereby users, unaware of the rules
of the underlying urban procedural model, can alternatively
specify arbitrary target indicators to control the modeling
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process. The system itself will discover how to alter the
parameters of the urban procedural model so as to produce
the desired 3D output. In their paper, this process is called
“inverse design.”
4.4. Shape Editing. A related set of methods are those of
Bokeloh et al. [124, 125]. In Bokeloh et al. [124], they introduce a new structure-aware shape deformation technique.
The key idea is to detect continuous and discrete regular
patterns and ensure that these patterns are preserved during
freeform deformation. They propose a variational deformation model that preserves these structures, and a discrete
algorithm that adaptively inserts or removes repeated elements in regular patterns to minimize distortion. Later, in
Bokeloh et al. [125], they present an approach to high-level
shape editing that adapts the structure of the shape while
maintaining its global characteristics. The main contribution
is a new algebraic model of shape structure that characterizes
shapes in terms of linked regular translational patterns and
is parameterized by a small set of numerical parameters
bounded by a set of linear constraints. These methods
although they do not strictly extract procedural rules or
parameters, they are able to edit a model, potentially created
by a procedure, in a semantically sensible fashion.

5. Computer Graphics for
Urban Design and Planning
As outlined in the introduction, there are numerous applications to city-scale 3D modeling. The key is providing both
an intuitive and fast generation mechanism. In this section,
we provide an insight into the use of computer graphics
modeling for urban content generation in the domain of
urban design and planning. Cities only occupy 2% of the
Earth’s surface. Nevertheless, the concentrated presence of
manmade structures, the high-resource consumption, and
production of residuals and waste severely aﬀect the environmental wellbeing. Improper urban planning and lack of
awareness of the eﬀect shape and building materials have
on energy consumption and on the local weather systems
can cause strong and unwanted impact. Moreover, cities
are warmer than the surrounding area, due to “urban heat
islands,” thus the aforementioned eﬀects may be disproportionately large causing a host of ecological, economic,
and social implications including ineﬃcient energy use,
unexpected health and mortality, economic losses, air quality
deterioration, and reduced livability.
Yet, moving beyond the basic physics of the problem
and into integrating such concepts with actual city planning
and designing requires the development of a computational
framework that can start pulling the heterogeneous interactions into a geometric generation and behavioral simulation
platform. One key aspect for such a tool is enabling the rapid
and flexible design of 3D models of cities that can be used
in the simulations and can be shown to stakeholders. Such
a task includes designing, simulating, and visualizing future
cities for regional planning agencies so that they can
evaluate building smart codes, sustainability plans, future
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architectural designs, alternative transportation investments,
land use regulations, and environmental protection policies.
The use of 3D computer graphics to build and show
city models builds upon the notion that the targeted set of
heterogeneous users are comfortable with understanding and
gathering intuition from ground level and aerial renderings
and visualizations of the 3D urban landscape. Such views
are holistic representations that allow the viewer to perceive
various aspects of a place in a coherent way. User studies have
shown the receptiveness of visualization and interactive participatory collaborations as a way to simultaneously communicate results to the large variety of stakeholders often present
in city designing or modeling meetings [126, 127]. However,
creating such models requires considering the relationships
between many parameters and eﬀects, spanning multiple
disciplines. In particular, we focus on the interplay of the
city itself (e.g., its socioeconomic aspects) with the surrounding environment (e.g., its meteorological aspects) while
also considering greening and the ecosystem. For example,
building heights and interbuilding distances aﬀect urban
weather, but also population density, vegetation, and energy
consumption, as well as suitability for solar energy. The
interaction between these aspects must be addressed collectively and as an integrated system. In isolation, each of
these aspects is understood to a limited degree. However,
understanding their interaction is a significant and major
intellectual challenge.
Recently, we have seen a proliferation of methods that
start to blur the boundary between geometric modeling
and scientific simulations, especially pertaining to smart city
design. In the following, we provide a sampling of such
activities in an eﬀort to make the reader aware of this crossdisciplinary endeavor and to foment more such research and
development. The below references are by no means complete but attempt to help bridge the gap between computer
graphics and other domains for which cross-disciplinary
activities are emerging.
5.1. Urban Weather. Meteorological simulations that explicitly consider the eﬀects of the geometry of the urban landscape are significantly diﬀerent from simulations over other
natural land use land cover (LULC). This is primarily due to
the unique physical property of manmade materials and has
drawn increased research interest in recent years [128–131].
The Urban Heat Island is caused by the high heat capacity
and low albedo of concrete buildings. Tall buildings also
lead to the higher roughness and displacement length that
alters regional surface winds and the atmospheric boundary layer convergence/divergence patterns. Moreover, urban
landscape generally has lower evaporation/transpiration or
latent heat flux as compared to the surrounding rural region.
This creates spatial gradients in surface heat fluxes, which,
combined with changes in boundary layer convergence,
can create zones of preferential convection, and mesoscale
weather patterns and climatic regimes (e.g., [132]). Most
urban weather simulation methods assume either a very
simple urban geometrical model or oﬄoad all modeling-totime-consuming manual eﬀorts [133].
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Figure 10: Future city meteorology. Top: original urban scenario for Indianapolis, Indiana (USA). Bottom: hypothetical (edited) urban
scenario where the southwest corner became parks. Using land use/land cover data (left column), complemented by population and terrain
data, this prototype automatically produces a plausible 3D city model (second and third columns) from which urban morphology parameters
are extracted for a regional weather simulation over Indiana (fourth and rightmost columns). In this example, the proposed change increases
city temperature and decreases city rainfall (image from [11]).

One eﬀort for bridging the gap between meteorological
simulations and procedural geometric design is described in
Aliaga et al. [11] (Figure 10). In this work, they describe a
visualization-based decision tool that enables exploring the
link between urban land use and urban weather, in particular predicting and visualizing changes in urban temperature, precipitation, and humidity. The approach uses an
interactive tool to quickly and automatically produce plausible detailed 3D city models by means of a hybrid computational simulation of urban behavior and procedural
urban geometry. From the city model, urban morphology
parameters are eﬃciently computed and used by our custom
meteorological simulator which considers the influence of
the urban landscape. The result is a compelling visualization
ability for understanding the complex feedback between
urban land use and the regional meteorology of current cities
and of potential future cities with desired greening patterns.
5.2. Urban Ecosystem. Cities all over the world are challenged
by increasing the quality of life of urban citizens in order to
ensure sustainable urban development. One aspect of significant concern is designing and ensuring the sustainability of
the urban ecosystem of plants and vegetation. However, it is
quite challenging to devise successful policies for integrating
environmental aspects. Within urban planning, WissenHayek et al. [34] describe one representative approach to
integrate ecological parameters into urban design using a
procedural shape grammar driven modeling and visualization system. Design specifications and ecological goals are
explored and given in the Masterplan of MASDAR City
(Saudi Arabia) as an application example. They used the
concept of ecosystem services to break down the ecological

process knowledge to design rules and meaningful, quantifiable spatial indicators. Results demonstrate the application
of the proposed approach covering diﬀerent planning scales
(e.g., district and building level). The integrated model suits
as an assessment tool that can be used to test urban design
alternatives on the ecological functioning as a starting point
for architects.
From a computer graphics perspective, Beneš et al. [36]
explore designing a geometric city model that uses a userguided simulation and procedural system for integrating
plants into the interactive design of the 3D urban models.
This approach uses as input 3D geometry of an urban
layout from which it infers initial conditions and parameters
of procedural rules. A spatially varying manageability level
defines the amount of influence between the wild ecosystem
simulation, where the plants compete for resources and
seed freely, and the managed ecosystem, where nearly no
seeding is allowed and the plants grow only under welldefined conditions. The wild ecosystems are handled by a
simulation of plant competition for resources, whereas the
procedural generation is based on an expandable set of
behavioral rules of owners and typical plant management.
The system provides a high degree of controllability and
works tightly with an urban simulation system. Results show
various examples, such as plant development over time in
managed and unmanaged areas, eﬀect of procedural rules on
the plant distribution, and the eﬀect of changing the level of
manageability and the plant distribution.
If we focus more on the geometric modeling of the individual plants or trees, many papers have been published.
Deussen and Lintermann [134] provide a summary of many
techniques. One recent work is that of Pirk et al. [37], where
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a dynamic tree modeling and representation technique
allows complex tree models to interact with their environment. This method uses changes in the light distribution and
proximity to solid obstacles and other trees as approximations of biologically motivated transformations on a skeletal
representation of the tree’s main branches and its procedurally generated foliage. Benes et al. [35] present a novel
technique to create scenes populated by virtual plants that
communicate actively with the environment and attempt to
generate an optimal spatial distribution dynamically adapting to neighboring plants, user defined obstacles, light, and
gravity.
5.3. Urban Radiation and Energy. In today’s world of high
energy consumption and waste production, addressing eﬃciency and sustainability of urban structures is of prime
importance. With regards to general urban radiation and
energy consumption, we highlight a demonstrative work that
ties-in with computer graphics. Robinson et al. [135] describe a system called “CitySim” that focuses on simulating
buildings’ energy flows. The paper also describes work under
way to model energy embodied in materials as well as the
flows of water and waste and interrelationships between
these flows; likewise their dependence on the urban climate.
This tool, as well as SUNtool [136], exploits the use of
a radiosity-based algorithm. Radiosity, though originating
from engineering, also has a strong presence in computer
graphics research (e.g., Greenberg et al. [137], Smits et al.
[138], Lischinski et al. [139], and many more papers).
Two recent books [140, 141] provide a broad introduction to this field. Robinson’s book [140] is the first book to
directly address the physics of urban sustainability and how
urban sustainability may be (geometrically) modeled and
optimized. Comprehensive techniques for the modeling and
optimization of the urban metabolism are also described,
together with means for defining sustainability as the fitness
function to be optimized. Beckers [141] proposes a multidisciplinary and systematic approach involving disciplines
as diﬀerent as meteorology, geography, computer science,
architecture and urban engineering systems, all surrounding
the essential problem of urban solar radiation. It collects
the points of view of 18 specialists from around the world
on the interaction between solar energy and constructions,
combining territorial, urban, and architectural scales to
better regulate energetic eﬃciency and light comfort for the
sustainable city.

6. Conclusions
In this paper, we have collected and organized research which
addresses the multidisciplinary challenge of designing realistic and plausible 3D models of buildings, urban spaces, and
smart cities in general. Although this paper includes works
mostly from a computer graphics perspective, the challenges involved require knowledge from several disciplines.
Meeting these challenges is of interest to a wide audience
spanning from computer scientists, to urban planners, to
emergency management, and to visualization eﬀorts. The
proliferation of data via the Internet as well as the rapid
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increase in urbanization has both fomented work along this
line of research and as enabled it. As simulation models
and methods are becoming increasingly sophisticated and
better able to represent the complex processes occurring in
urban spaces, we must also develop the 3D modeling and
design engines to produce the necessary geometric input.
Moreover, we should exploit the high performance of today’s
computing and graphics abilities to yield interactive design
tools for improving decision making.
The design and simulation of future “smart cities” is very
useful to regional planning agencies to evaluate sustainability, architectural designs for future growth, alternative transportation investments, land use regulations, and environmental protection policies. Sustainable city modeling is an
eﬀort of worldwide concern covering many diﬀerent aspects
and a large collection of very diverse cities. These activities span large distances, many cultural backgrounds, and
numerous professional, scientific, and governmental communities with varying levels of involvement. Across the
globe, a variety of future city and sustainability-related
research activities are occurring. We hope to continue the
awareness and relevancy of methods pertaining to computer
graphics.
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